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HWRD Rule Quiz

(OPTIONAL) What is your email? info@wpgrefs.com

At the 6:00 mark, A3 is assessed 2+2. At
the 5:00 mark, B7 scores, but before play
resumes B8 is assessed a Minor penalty.
Are the Minor penalties to A3 and B8
considered coincidental or do they play
4 on 4 with two minutes showing on
each team’s penalty time clock? (Rule
4.2 Situation 20)

Correct

 a) The penalties cancel out and the
teams play 5 on 5

 b) The penalties do no cancel out as they
occurred at different stoppages. Play 4:4 but
do not put the penalties on the clock.

 c) The penalties do not cancel out as they
occurred at different stoppages. Play 4:4
with both penalties on the clock.

What are the penalty options to assess a
player for spearing? (Rule 8.5, HC Rule
Book)

Correct

 a) A Match Penalty

 b) a 2+2 penalty

 c) A Match penalty if a person deliberately
spears another player.

 d) A 2+2 for an attempted spear or jab.

 e) either c) or d)

 f) either a) or b) depending on intensity of
spear

Team A is about to get a penalty (which
is on delay). Team B has the puck in
team A's zone and pulls the goalie.
Before the goalie gets within 10 feet of
the bench, B4 jumps on the ice as an
extra attacker. The officials stop play for
the pre-mature substitution. Where does
the next face-off go? (HC Rule 4.13a)

Correct
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 a) to a neutral zone dot outside of team
A's zone.

 b) to team A's end because they have
received a time penalty.

 c) to a neutral zone dot outside of team
B's zone.

 d) to center ice for the premature
substitution.

What options does the referee have
regarding a slew foot? (HC Rule 7.4b) Correct

 a) 2+2+GM or Match

 b) 2+2 or a Match

 c) Match for all slew foots

 d) Major + Game Misconduct

 e) a or d

Two players take coincidental penalties
with no team killing a penalty. Where
does the next face-off take place? (HC
Rule 4.13a)

Correct

 a) in the end of the team that took the first
penalty.

 b) at center ice

 c) at the closest face-off dot to the
stoppage of play, but not center ice.

 d) at the closest neutral zone dot.

At a stoppage of play, it becomes
apparent that a player is injured. Play
was not stopped as a result of the injury.
Does this player have to leave the ice? 
(Rule 2.6g Situation 4)

Correct

 A. Yes, because you notice he is injured
as he is leaving the ice

 B. Yes, and the referee must assess a
minor penalty for delay of game

 C. The injured player must leave the ice if
he causes a delay and/or if the trainer came
onto the ice

 D. No, because the trainer must come to
the aid of the injured player

How do teams choose which end/bench



How do teams choose which end/bench
they use for the game? (Hockey Canada
Rule 1.9e &as well as Situations 1 & 2)

Correct

 a. Just follow the signs "home" and
"away" on the walls.

 b. if the benches are on the same side of
the ice then the home team chooses an end
and takes the corresponding bench.

 c. home team chooses either their bench
or the end then the visiting team gets to
choose the other (i.e. if the home team
chose which bench then visiting team
chooses the end)

 d. if benches are on opposite sides of the
ice then home team chooses either end and
either bench with the visiting team taking
whatever is left.

 e. both b. and d.

A defending player in his own zone
shoots the puck that deflects off a
teammate in the neutral zone and
bounces back into his defending zone
while an attacking player is in that zone.
Does the official signal a delayed off-side
in this situation? (Rule 10.8 Situation 13)

Correct

 A. Yes, delayed offsided.

 B. No, blow it down immediately.

 C. No, there is nothing wrong…let play
continue.

The referee stops play when the A-Team
goaltender covers up the puck. There is
gathering of players and B11 (who was
near the blue line) comes in to the
gathering. B6 (who was also at the blue
line when the play was stopped) stays at
the blue line. Where does the next face-
off go? (Rule 10.2k)

Correct

 a) it stays in team A's end

 b) it stays in team A's end because only
one of the B players from the blue line came
into the gathering. If both B-players come in
then the face-off would go outside of Team
A's end.

 c) it takes place in team B's end because
at least one player came in from the blue
line.



line.

 d) it takes place at one of the the neutral
zone dots near team A's end if there is
pushing and shoving.

 e) it takes place at one of the the neutral
zone dots near team A's end as soon as an
attacking player moves from above to below
the top of the circles after the whistle goes.

Select all the penalty options available
for kneeing. (Rule 6.6) Correct

 Minor

 Double-Minor

 Minor and Game Misconduct

 Major & Game Misconduct

 Double-Minor & Gross Misconduct

 Double-Minor & Game Misconduct

 Match
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